COMFORT

Take
to a new dimension.
Set your gym apart from the crowd by
offering truly comfortable bleacher seats.
Hussey’s backrests and seat spacers are
just the ticket for seating spectators in
comfort and style.
Our seat spacer—available with optional
cup holder—offers an extra measure of
comfort. The CourtSide XT seat spacer
creates nearly 25% more personal space,
a benefit that sits well with all spectators,
especially larger adults.

CourtSide seat
modules, spacers and
backrests combine
to create a truly
comfortable individual
seat space.

Hussey’s CourtSide CB contoured
backrests are ergonomically
designed for maximum
comfort. While cheering the
team, spectators can lean
back and enjoy ideal lowand mid-back support.
Our backrests and seat spacers
work beautifully with Hussey’s CourtSide
both for an enhanced level of comfort on any or

SUPPORT YOUR FANS
IN COMFORT.

all of your bleacher seats. A truly comfortable

Don’t settle for less than truly comfortable seating

gym seat will be a welcome surprise for your

when planning a new gym. Contact your local

fans, and remember—comfortable seats can be

Hussey Seating Dealer for expert design assistance.

reserved for VIPs as a way to generate revenue.

We have a solution to fit your budget—comfortably!

10” and 12” seat modules. Choose either or

www.husseyseating.com

Seat comfort?
There’s room
for improvement.
Combining seat spacers and backrests with
Hussey’s CourtSide 10” or 12” seat modules
creates a truly comfortable individual seat space in
an otherwise crowded bleacher environment.

This contoured backrest can
be used on MAXAM+ units,
with or without the CourtSide
Seat Spacer. The spacer,
available exclusively in black,
is available on all MAXAM and
MAXAM+ configurations. When
combined with the CourtSide
spacer, the backrest includes
a matching spacer—also
available exclusively in black.

The CourtSide XT seat
spacer increases personal
space by nearly 25%. This
is especially important
in accommodating
“plus-sized” people who
appreciate extra elbow
room.

Cup holders can be
added to seat spacers as
an extra amenity.

Like all Hussey products, our comfort features are engineered
for quality and ease of use. One person can raise or lower
up to seven contoured backrests at a time, which minimizes
labor and operational costs.

They reduce spills and
cleanup costs, and offer
the convenience patrons
are accustomed to in
movie theaters, stadiums
and cars.

Comfortable seats can
be reserved for VIPs as a
way to generate revenue.
You can designate special
seating by integrating
seat numbers, row letters
and graphic school or
sponsor logos.

When folded down into the stored position, the contoured
backrest sits above the deck. This protects both the deck and
the backrest from marks and other damage.
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